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Dedication

Helwalker is dedicated to the Otter Creek Wilderness Area, a wild forestland located in the

Monongahela National Forest in the Appalachian Mountains of West Virginia.
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Epigraph

The way a crow
Shook down on me
The dust of snow

From a hemlock tree
Has given my heart
A change of mood

And saved some part
Of a day I rued

- Robert Frost
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Abstract of the Dissertation

Helwalker: Nature, Decay and Renewal in a Contemporary Opera

by

Barbara Byers

Doctor of Philosophy in Music

University of California San Diego, 2021

Professor Anthony Davis, Chair

The opera Helwalker was recorded October 22-24, 2021 at the UCSD Recording Studio,

and edited to create an audio drama as the culmination of a major composition work by the

author. New musical techniques such as increased rhythmic complexity, use of polyrhythms and

harmonies inspired by a Charles Mingus study combined with previous musical influences of

Appalachian folk, Balinese and Javanese gamelan, Norwegian metal, and eastern European

musical traditions to create the underlying musical landscape. Narrative and conceptual

elements devised by the author focused on nature, decay and renewal, with reference to climate

change and issues of mental health. A visual component is included: forest creature origami

x



creations by Alex Taylor for the final song, Decomposition, and following this, photographs of the

places in West Virginia which inspired the opera.  All of these research and creative processes

were integral in weaving together the final recorded performance.

xi



Helwalker: Nature, Decay and Renewal in a Contemporary Opera

Introduction

Helwalker is the manifestation of my desire to make work which explicitly honors the

beauty, complexity and interconnectedness of earth’s ecosystems. Nature is both the core and

the embellishment of the work, consisting of poems I wrote and material I gathered in the wild

forestlands of West Virginia. In Helwalker, I weave these nature based poems together with a

human story inspired by Norse mythology and literature.

The choice to combine the wild landscapes of West Virginia with narrative inspiration

from Norse myth comes from the deep resonances that both of these topics have with my own

life. I grew up in the mountains of West Virginia, and this is a place where my roots run deep; I

have spent many years there learning the names of plants and animals and searching for edible

plants and mushrooms with my family. When I’m not there, I am dreaming of the freezing, tree

shrouded creeks, owls and crows battling in the trees, rhododendron forests so thick you have

to slither and climb to pass through them, and spruce, oak and maple forests with the smell of

the sun baking a top layer of leaves that cook in turn the decomposing layers below.

The connection with Norse myth began when I was a teenager and fell in love with the

epic Beowulf, the Sagas of the Icelanders, the Prose and Poetic Eddas and many other tales

from Western and Northern Europe. There was something so inspiring about how these Sagas

unfolded with a seamless combination of the magical and the mundane. Accounts of family

feuds, adventures and day to day happenings combined with magical people and events,

strange forces of nature and larger-than-life battles. While the characters and images in Norse

myth and sagas are striking to me, I also resonate with them because there is no shortage of
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strong female characters. From Shieldmaidens1 to Valkyria, healers, seers and Queens enacting

dramatic and fiery revenge, I found the presence and power of women in these tales inspiring.

Central to the opera Helwalker is a giant, long lived oak tree which finally falls over in a

heavy storm. A hero begins and ends her journey at the roots of the fallen oak; Spearwa, a

wounded Viking Shieldmaiden, is tricked by a hungry and impatient Carrion Beetle into climbing

into a hole in the earth created by the freshly uprooted oak tree. Enticed by the idea of a feast,

Spearwa enters the earthen realm. Once she realizes that it is she herself that is intended as

the feast, Spearwa flees into an earthen labyrinth to escape the morbid intentions of the Carrion

Beetle and a merry band of Scavengers. Spearwa, lost in the labyrinth, struggles with

hopelessness. In that gloom, Hel, the steward of the underworld, finds Spearwa and gives her a

magical gift: an acorn from the fallen oak which she plants in Spearwa’s shoulder. This gives

Spearwa the ability to sense and connect with the fungal networks, root systems, microbes,

minerals, all the aspects of the nourishing earth that had once been a frightening shroud of

darkness and mystery for her. With these new senses, Spearwa is able to climb back to the

earth’s surface where she is found by her companions and bandaged up. The oak sapling in her

shoulder remains rooted there. This both signifies her emotional transformation, and allows the

ending to be somewhat ambiguous. Did Spearwa actually escape with an oak tree growing from

her shoulder, or did she become a decomposing body, literally nourishing the new oak sapling?

Nature is always a prominent feature and focus in my work, but it has been a unique

challenge to make a work specifically about an issue in nature. I always come up against two

blocks. The first is the raw emotional heaviness which leaves me incapable of spending much

time thinking about climate events and specific crises. The second is the knowledge that anyone

1 In Norse sagas and literature Shieldmaidens are depicted as women who fought and exacted power
and rulership in ways more similar to men. There seem to be very strict lines between masculine and
feminine roles in these texts, but there also seems to be an amount of fluidity, particularly for women
taking on masculine roles. It is posited that there may have been multiple genders which people could
take on. Kathleen M. Self posits that shieldmaidens best occupy a third gender, a “hybrid of masculine
and feminine characteristics dominant at the time” (Self 2014).
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who would willingly watch a contemporary folk metal opera about nature would probably already

agree with me about the state of the world, so I don’t need nor want to regurgitate the known

facts or try to convince my audience of anything. The puzzle, then, is around how to make work

which addresses a hard issue in a way that is sustainable and productive for my practice and

my mental health, while also being inspiring and enjoyable for my audience.

With this conundrum in mind, I decided to go about making Helwalker by digging into the

joyful, comedic irony of nature, music and life, following the love I feel for the world, and letting

that love lead the narrative and aesthetic evolution of the work. My goal was to create

something which explored both the beautiful and the grotesque aspects of nature, and to

incorporate playfulness and humor alongside the darker aspects in my musical aesthetic. It is

my hope that Helwalker might be an inspiration to notice the small things, and think about the

interconnectedness and interdependence of our individual bodies with the current ecological

balance of the earth which sustains us.
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Logistical Components

There were many iterations and changes throughout the process of making Helwalker,

starting with the first of the compositions two years ago leading right up until one week before

we went into the recording studio. I continued to make minor changes to the dialogue, character

conceptions and narrative moments through post production. This persistent if minor

reorganization is very typical for my process when I am making larger scale musical

collaborations. The different spaces that work goes into and all the people and objects involved

have a real effect on where the work wants to go. I like to listen to these effects and let the work

lead me. The main difference between Helwalker and my previous work was the intrusion of the

Covid 19 pandemic, which meant much of the process had to be remote and, even when in

person, strictly regimented. I had initially planned to perform the opera live with dancers,

costumes and puppets, as I did in my Masters Thesis. However, when the Covid restrictions

were extended into the Fall, I noticed that my musical cast alone exceeded the number of

performers allowed in a room at one time. I decided to do a studio recording so that I could

ensure I ended up with a good, streamable product instead of risking not performing it at all.

Movement and dance is an important part of my artistic process. The relationship

between physical motion and sound is unavoidable, and in my practice it is also at the forefront

of my mind, playing a key role in how I compose music and develop narrative ideas. This

happens in a number of ways, from taking musical inspiration from a physical experience (such

as walking in nature and being moved to dance in a certain way by the wind) to physical motion

influencing the tone of the music I decide to write (for example, observing the quality of a

beetle’s movement which inspires a musical feeling which turns into a song). Before the shift

from live performance to recorded audio happened, I had structured the contents of the libretto

around the idea that the dance and visual component would do a lot of the work of showing the

story. After I decided that, this time, Helwalker would be an audio drama, I realized that I would
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have to rethink how I was communicating the narrative line; the dialogue I had initially written

didn’t convey action very well. Luckily, I had recently been bingeing a fantastic improvised

science fiction comedy podcast, and my head was filled with dialogue techniques that effectively

communicated action. As I stitched the audio drama together in post, I encountered a barrage of

fascinating problem solving situations. For example, how do I show the narrative progression of

a duel, when we haven’t met the dueling characters yet? I solved this by first introducing an

unseen observer who commented on what was going on, and also injecting the scene with

some explicative dialogue between the duelers that helped confirm the observer’s comments.

This process ended up clarifying a lot of the details in the narrative that I hadn’t found

previously, and I feel that the story better conveys the themes and ideas that I was interested in

portraying from the beginning.

Remembering and finding ways to express the interconnectedness of our being with the

ecosystems that surround us is an important practice, and it is something I hope can be present

in my dissertation. In a future version of this opera it will be of great importance to me to include

a significant movement aspect to help express the relationships of our physical bodies tangled

in an interdependent relationship with the natural world. For this iteration of the project, I was

able to create one moment of video to accompany the final number, Decomposition, using

origami creations by Alex Taylor and closeups of hands moving them around the space. I

attempted to include a larger scale videotaped movement element, but found that my

rudimentary attempts at organizing dance, videography and video editing distracted more than

added to the narrative and themes. What has made the movement in my projects successful in

the past has been the extended collaborations with dancers and choreographers leading up to a

project’s performance. I look forward to remaking Helwalker in the future with these

collaborations at the forefront.
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Hel

A major character that I explore in Helwalker, and from which the opera takes part of its

name, is Hel, daughter of Loki, and ruler of one version of the afterlife called Niflheimr2. In the

opera, I synthesize narratives and images from the Prose and Poetic Eddas with theoretical

fragments from contemporary scholarly theories about the texts and my own aesthetic and

spiritual impulses regarding an ontological entanglement with the natural world.

In popular interpretations, likely derivative from Christian conceptions of the realm of

Hell3, Niflheimr is a swampy, gloomy, horrible place where people who aren’t slain in battle have

to wait out eternity in boredom, sorrow, and forgetfulness, ruled by the horrible Hel. However,

there is no obvious description of this being the case in the Eddaic poetry. Hel is only mentioned

three times in the poem Voluspa4, from the Poetic Edda, and two of those times conjoin her

name with a state of place or transition, i.e. Hel-way, and Hel-roads.

43. ….

And beneath the earth | does another crow,

The rust-red bird | at the bars of Hel.

46. ….

Loud blows Heimdall, | the horn is aloft,

In fear quake all | who on Hel-roads are.

52. ….

The crags are sundered, | the giant-women sink,

The dead throng Hel-way, | and heaven is cloven (Ingham 2008).

4 The Voluspa is one of the oldest poems in the Poetic Edda. It “gives a fairly complete outline of the
Eddaic cosmogony and mythology” (Kirby, 1913), telling the story of the origin of the universe as the
meeting of the cosmic rivers of poison and fire all the way through its firey end in the battle between the
gods and the giants.

3 There is no connection between Hel and the Devil, the similar spelling and sound of the name Hel and
Christian realm of Hell are wholly a linguistic coincidence.

2 Niflheimr is referred to in the poetry as a land of mist and shadows (Abram 2018).
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Snorri Sturluson provides the most details about Hel’s character and story in his poem

Gylfaginning, describing her as half blue and half flesh colored, which perhaps refers to an idea

that she is half alive and half dead (Crawford 2018). We also learn an origin story of how she

came to be ruler of the underworld Niflheimr:

Gylfaginning 34

[Óðinn] threw Hel (the deity of death) into Niflheimr and gave her authority over the nine worlds.

Hel kastaði hann í Niflheim ok gaf henni vald yfir níu heimum (Davidson 1964).

Dr. Jackson Crawford discusses a concept of raw physicality in the Norse afterlife. He

points out that there is, in the text, never any mention of someone’s soul being separated from

their body and going to Hel’s domain, rather the people themselves go to the afterlife. This idea,

combined with another which suggests that mention of Hel in the Poetic Edda may be more of a

poetic intensifier for the concept of “the grave” rather than a description of an individual (Simek,

1993), sparked my interest when creating my version of the character Hel.

In Helwalker, Hel is the earth itself, a combination of individual and collective agents: air,

density, space, bugs, worms, roots, microbes, fungus, minerals, etc. She is more of a steward

than a monarch, and is both a legion and an individual, an embodiment and a disembodiment of

natural processes. With reference to being half blue, half flesh colored, Hel is part of cycles of

both life and death. Her domain being the physical earth itself, Hel shepherds ecosystems

through cycles of growth, flourishing, decay and renewal. In this story, Hel also has a flair for

mischief and chaos, reflecting the chaotic beauty of the natural world.
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The Tree

The landscape of Helwalker revolves around the life cycle of an oak tree. The action

happens above and below the earth surrounding the tree, and the story begins with the oak’s fall

and ends with the sprouting of an acorn from its branches. This tree-centered theme comes

largely from my own personal love of trees; I grew up spending hours on end sitting in trees,

watching wildlife pass below and flit around me. Trees keep our air breathable, prevent erosion,

provide beauty and habitat for animals, plants and fungi. When they fall and rot, they nourish

new growth. In addition to being inspired by this incredible bounty of life around trees, there is a

strong influence from the Poetic and the Prose Edda in how I imagine the tree in Helwalker. In

Snorri’s poem Gylfaginning, we learn about the world tree, called Yggdrasil.

Gylfaginning 15

This ash is the best and greatest of all trees; its branches spread over all the world, and reach up above

heaven. Three roots sustain the tree and stand wide apart; one root is with the asas5 and another with the

frost-giants6, where Ginnungagap7 formerly was [but which is now flooded]; the third reaches into

Niflheim; under it is Hvergelmir8, where Nidhug9 gnaws the root from below. But under the second root,

which extends to the frost-giants, is the well of Mimir10, wherein knowledge and wisdom are

concealed...The third root of the ash is in heaven, and beneath it is the most sacred fountain of Urd11. The

asas riding hither every day over Bifrost12, which is also called Asa-bridge.

12 The rainbow bridge which connects Midgard, the human realm to Asgard, realm of the gods.
11 The embodiment of fate.
10 A rememberer, a being full of wisdom who guards the well, the waters of which hold all knowledge.
9 A serpent which lives in the roots of Yggdrasil.
8 A bubbling spring.
7 “The yawning void”, the time before time.

6 “Giant” is a term for any powerful or magic sentient creature that is not an Aesir, essentially, an other to
feud with. Some of them are indeed very large. Others are shape shifters, or powerful magicians. The
linking factor seems to be that Giants are on the side which wants to destroy the universe and burn
everything down when Ragnarok comes.

5 Asas, or Aesir, include the gods Odin, Frejya, Thor, etc. who live in Asgard.
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I love how the Gylfaginning describes the world tree with a rich ecosystem of creatures

living on and with it. In addition to the snake, there is a herd of goats who gnaw on the bark, an

eagle who parches at the top, and a squirrel who runs back and forth between the snake and

eagle carrying taunts and rude messages. The life and condition of Yggdrasil is a signifier of the

condition of the universe; the residents of Yggdrasil’s ecosystem put stress on the tree over time

with their gnawing and feuding. The state of the tree is an indicator of the nearness of

Ragnarok, or the end of the world. For me, this is a powerful metaphor for the condition of our

world in a climate crisis. There are signifiers all over nature, from the presence of crayfish and

other vulnerable species indicating the health of a river, to the evident plague of invasive

beetles, detrimental funguses and bleaching of trees’ leaves in the increasing heat.

The initial inspiration for writing Helwalker as I did began with a wide old maple tree

which grew near my childhood home. It took almost three of us to wrap our arms around its

trunk, and there was an opening at the base where the core was slowly decaying and creating a

small cavern. We would tap this tree for maple water in the spring, drinking the slightly sweet

sap straight out of the bucket rather than tarnishing it by boiling it into syrup. There was a bat

house in the tree’s branches, and I would find owl pellets at its base. I would imagine that it’s

rotted, widening core led to magical worlds. It was a powerful presence for much of my

childhood and teenage years. About three years ago, it fell over in one of the increasingly heavy

storms now battering the West Virginia hills. That summer, I spent many hours sitting on the

toppled maple trunk pondering processes of decay and renewal, watching its leaves melt from a

green to brown, observing spiders and millipedes and other small creatures crawl around and

make homes under the drying bark. This maple from my real memory is the location and

conceptual inspiration for Helwalker, though I changed it to an oak for narrative purposes; oaks

are famous for being full of nutrients which create a rich environment for new growth as the

dead trees decay.
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Nature and Music

The poetry for the finale of Helwalker, Decomposition, was composed during one of my

toppled maple tree observation sessions. Though the topic, decomposition, could be construed

as grim, this is one of the most lighthearted pieces in the opera, elaborating both the horror and

the humor of existence through hammy musical jokes about nature, bugs, slime molds and

generally stuff eating stuff. The music was inspired by the surprising, unexpected and joyful

encounters that I experience when observing nature (changing directions of animals and wind,

fluctuating temperatures, squirrels scrambling up shaggy bark hickory, a groundhog’s head

popping up from the grass), and driven by my artistic practice at the time which centered around

complex rhythm studies and experimenting with word-rhythm relationships. While turning the

Decomposition poem into a song, I let myself be playful with the lyrics and their rhythmic

placement, coming up with the complex series of near constantly changing meters to enhance

and defy the inherent rhythms in the words and poetic phrases.

Decomposition is a great example of a shift in my compositional process. Prior to this, I

mainly composed in two ways: 1) through coming up with a melody and then adding layers of

rhythm and harmony in an improvised way through overdubbing, and 2) by finding an ostinato

instrumental bass, and creating a melody and harmonies over this repetitive bass line (also

using overdubbing). After completing my Master’s thesis, a folk metal opera based on the epic

Beowulf, I wanted to expand my approach to making music and became particularly interested

in deepening my understanding of rhythm. I was already familiar with interlocking rhythms from

my time studying gamelan in Bali, Indonesia. I was also already familiar with odd and extended

rhythmic cycles from playing Turkish and Arabic oud and studying Balkan folk singing styles for

two years with Kitka13. To expand on my understanding of rhythm and possibility, I began

13Kitka is a Berkeley based women's choir performing folk music from the Balkans, Caucasus and Eastern
European regions. With a goal of sharing knowledge and love of these folk singing styles, Kitka regularly
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studying polyrhythms with Mark Dresser. I spent a summer immersing myself in figuring out how

to play the drumset and other percussion instruments. During this summer of rhythm focus, I

became interested in trying out composition by starting with the overall rhythmic structure first,

and adding melody and harmony later. This was a nearly opposite tactic compared with my past

efforts, and it gave me a fresh and exciting new strategy to work with. Without a predetermined

melody or harmonic structure, I was free to focus on finding playful rhythm-word relationships in

my compositions.

The harmonies that are still in place in Decomposition happened in an improvised

overdubbing session after I had already composed and recorded the rhythm and overall

structure of the piece. As a result of the intense rhythm focus in this piece’s development, the

melody and harmony were placed almost as an afterthought. My primary goal when improvising

these harmonies was to come up with intervallic relationships which helped showcase the

rhythm, enhance the playfulness of the piece, elaborate on the images and portray emotional

nuggets in the poetry. I was personally pleased with the result, but when I showed the demo to

Mark Dresser, his main comment was that the harmonic and melodic progression didn’t make

any sense. While to me it made sense because I knew it so well, this observation allowed me to

think more deeply about the overall flow and feeling of the music. When it came time to

transcribe Decomposition for the band, my task was to figure out how to connect my disparate

but beloved harmonies. I decided to use the piano, trombone and double bass to create a

smooth transitional bed for the original seemingly happenstance harmonic chunks. I first made a

piano part which made sense of that harmony through expanding on transitional moments. I

then derived the trombone and double bass parts from this piano score, shifting the rhythm of

these instruments so that they interlock with each other, respond to and comment on the text.

invites master singers from around the world for masterclasses and community workshops in the area.
They also perform contemporary works and new operas.
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Another example of using rhythm as a leading compositional tool is in the opening song,

Helwalker. Before composing this piece I had been in a bit of a poetic block. I had asked my

brother if he would write some lyrics for me, hoping that having some material to work with

would get my creative engine started. He graciously agreed, and sent some fantastic poetry

inspired by a screenplay of his, Wraeclast, which I had been making music about over the

years. The words my brother sent felt to me like he had intended a distinct 4/4 feel to the song.

This was during my period of polyrhythm and drumset study focus, and being obsessed with

rhythmic complexity I had no interest in playing in 4/4. I decided to make a compositional game

for myself. The rules were this: I would stretch the words into a 10/8 verse and 12/8 chorus,

change where the emphasis on 2s and 3s was in a semi-regular way, and cross phrases over

bars in unexpected ways. The goal was to make something intelligible, but playful regarding the

word-rhythm relationships.

Changing the emphasis of the 2s and 3s within the 10/8 structure was a compositional

challenge which helped me think differently about how to place word durations and weight within

a structure. The piece opens with a 2+3+2+3 pattern for the first three bars. The fourth bar

becomes a 3+3+2+2 pattern for two bars, then two bars of the original pattern, and so on,

trading every other bar until bar 13 when it changes again to 3+2+2+3. I often made the lyric

emphasis go counter to the drum pattern. For example, if the lyrics were following 3+3+2+2

pattern, I might write a percussion line under it that emphasised 2+3+3+2. Going for full

saturation of this experiment, when I added the piano, trombone and double bass lines, I also

frequently wrote rhythmic emphasises that went counter to the emphasis in other parts. As a

result, this was an incredibly confusing and difficult piece for the musicians to play and sing, and

I am infinitely impressed with their willingness to engage in the task.

To add even more complexity to Helwalker, I stretched lyric phrases over bar lines so

that they occasionally begin and end in surprising places. Although the lyrics stay within a

symmetrical structure of 8 bars per verse, where the words land within this symmetry is less
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predictable. My attraction to this choice is a direct inspiration from playing the Turkish oud,

where words or melodic lines commonly start before or after a rhythmic cycle begins, and trail

into the next cycle. This demands a solid, embodied knowledge of each rhythmic cycle’s

character, or emphasis on groupings of 2s and 3s. In traditional oud playing, the rhythmic cycles

are generally very stable, which gives the melody a strong base on which to play. I deviated

from this stability in Helwalker when I decided to change the emphasis on groupings of 2s and

3s regularly, but the influence remains. The example below outlines the first verse of Helwalker,

wherein longer durations of 3 were primarily given to the words with the most weight and

meaning. In the second line, part of the word ‘releasing’ begins at the end of the 2nd 10/8 cycle

and is carried into over half of the 3rd cycle. Variation in 2 vs. 3 beat emphasis in the

instruments can be seen.

2    2     2    2   2 (lyric)
These

2       3      3     2 (trombone)
3       2      2     3 (double bass)
3       3      2     2 (drum)

3       3    2      2 (lyric) 2       2      3     3 (lyric)
Oak - en roots did rend and roar       re-

2       3      3     2 (trombone)
3       2      2      3 (piano) 3       2      2     3 (double bass)
3       3      2      2 (lyric) 3       3      2     2 (lyric)

lease-ing stone and soil

2       3       3   2 (trombone and double bass)
2       3       2   3 (drum)

1 + 1   2+1    3   2 (lyric) 2       2      2     2    2 (lyric)
Follow me in -to  the earth-en    la-   by- rinth

3         3        2       2 (lyric) 1  +  1  + 1    2  + 1       2+2 (lyric)
Clutch and wretch and shake off your  war-rior’s coil
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Helwalker is one of the most directly narrative numbers in the opera. My brother’s

original lyrics were specific to the Viking zombie theme from his screenplay, and I ended up

changing the lyrics quite a bit in order to more directly reference my own focus on nature

themes. The song went from being about shipwrecked Vikings during the early days of

Ragnarok to being about a Carrion Beetle and other hungry scavengers attempting to lure the

Shieldmaiden Spearwa into the earth in hopes of making a feast out of her.

Though the opera Helwalker is inspired largely by Northern European stories, the heart

of its creatures and ecosystems lies in specific locations in West Virginia which I frequent and

love. Perhaps most influential to the poetry and landscapes in Helwalker is the Otter Creek

Wilderness Area. This wilderness is a 20 minute drive from my home in Elkins, West Virginia,

and I have spent countless hours hiking, exploring, and dunking myself into its freezing river.

Much of the poetry for Helwalker was composed in this beautiful place.

The Earth and Scavengers were composed while I was sitting under a spruce tree near

the edge of a beaver dam at the North end of the Otter Creek Wilderness Area. It was sunny,

and I was hiding from the summer heat in the thick branch cover, delighting in the concealment

and the warm piney smells. Both of these songs were originally meant for the Wraeclast project,

and the words initially had a bit more to do with zombies than they do now. However, because of

where I wrote them and how I write, the language was full of nature imagery and natural

processes, and I didn’t have to change the lyrics much for them to fit with the themes in

Helwalker. For example, The Earth was originally about zombies coming to eat up human

memories, i.e. brains. By changing ‘the dead eat’ to ‘the earth keeps’, the piece easily shifted its

meaning to be about how the earth consumes decomposing bodies and keeps the memories of

everything that once walked or flew or grew in it.

Though it didn’t change much lyrically, The Earth dramatically altered in its musical

landscape over the course of it’s making. It started out as a 4/4 surfer rock piece I made as a
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joke.  Every time I listened to it in its original form it got sillier and sillier. When I showed it to

Mark Dresser, he suggested I change the rhythm, an idea which would, essentially, completely

rewrite the piece. Though I was initially apprehensive about this task, this ended up being a

fantastic shift. I replaced the 4/4 with a 9/4 rhythm composed of layered ostinatos. I then came

up with a piano ostinato I liked, and afterward improvised a completely new vocal melody line

which I then doubled and pitch shifted down a fourth to create a weird parallel harmony

relationship. I filled in the remaining space with some piano improvisation. Finally, instead of

re-composing some of the chorus and instrumental moments from the original demo that I was

attached to, I just muted them while I made the new track, and then unmuted them once

everything new was in place. This resulted in those chorus and instrumental elaborations

happening at somewhat jagged, unexpected times, which I liked a lot.

This was initially the hardest piece to orchestrate, partly because it was one of the last

ones I worked on and I was a bit worn out, and partly because of its off-kilter vibe. There’s

nothing weird about the 9/4 rhythm with a 2-bar repeating bass line, but because of the way I

recorded the demo and my desire to keep those jerky choral and improvised occurrences in

their original places, the vocal part ended up being an odd beaming project which was a bit

difficult for performers to parse.

The Earth piece also became a big narrative game changer. At first, I made a musical

compromise from my original idea in order to accommodate an early draft of the narrative which

had a single person playing the character of Hel. However, a couple weeks before the

recording, I made the difficult decision to cut the person playing Hel. It was a logistical decision,

but I found that once I made it, suddenly I was free to think about the music itself, rather than

the music for a specific character. Instead of having a soprano soloist, I returned to the duo

relationship in the original recording. A bass and a tenor (Alex Taylor and Miguel

Zazueta-cervera) sing the lead together, in mostly fourths and fifths from each other. The chorus

is composed of three female voices (Mariana Flores, Julia Yu and myself), which sing very high,
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close and sometimes unison harmonies, representing squeaky bug creatures. The contrast

between the low, earthy lead line and the high chorus gave the piece a much more interesting

sense of space. This change also led me to interpret Hel not as a single character, but as the

legion steward of the earth that she is now. She is the earth, she cares for the earth, and her

voice is all the earth. This narrative shift, driven by a musical decision, ended up being a better

representation of the rich, teaming aspect of nature which I was interested in portraying from the

beginning of the project.

Scavengers, also written by the beaver dam, had a less circuitous evolution. Similarly to

The Earth, Scavengers had a lyric rewrite which turned it from a piece about zombies eating

humans to scavengers eating everything. The subject or devouring crossed over, but the

specific words in this piece changed dramatically to accommodate the new topic. The original

lyrics are from Hel’s point of view as she calls her draugr14 to surge out of the earth and attack a

band of humans holed up in a castle. The point of view changed to that of the Carrion Beetle

and the Scavengers, and “My wards, my ordinary dead”, changed to “I seek you strewn on a

quaking branch”, a first person description of the Carrion Beetle’s scavenging activities. In the

context of Helwalker, this piece becomes a preparation, perhaps an incantation or prayer before

the hunt. Musically, this piece changed only slightly from the original demo I had recorded. Even

then, this change was a way of adding legibility to a chaotic section at the end of the piece,

rather than anything structural. This final section in the demo happened by layering rhythms I

had made on separate occasions. Each individual part was stable in itself, and layered they

created a sort of polyrhythmic phasing which I liked. I transcribed this rhythmic relationship as

accurately to the demo as I could, and then altered each part slightly and added a couple new

14 Draugr are similar to zombies, but they are not the mindless brain eating beings we are used to seeing
in popular culture. Rather, they are the people themselves, in every way the same except for the fact that
they are dead and belong to the earth (Chadwick, 2012). The three stories I know about draugr are this:
1) A man who in life was cruel and vicious ignored or overcame his internment and continued to attack
and torment his neighbors even after death 2) A woman whose husband is slain and buried in a mound
cannot let him go, and so she visits his mound for many months after his death where they are able to
converse and continue lovers’ activities 3) Ragnarok, where all the dead spill forth from the earth and fight
on the side of the Giants against the Gods.
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layers of polyrhythms in the lyrics. The effect, to me, embodied a frenzied but focused sense of

gathering to embark on a hunt for Spearwa.

The Wild Hunt, which details the hunt itself from multiple character’s perspectives,

started as a poem written one day while I was sitting by the bank of the outlet from the beaver

dam in Otter Creek. When I composed this poem, it was a particularly interesting day for

weather. The clouds kept darkening, looking heavy with rain, and just when I thought a wind

was picking up to bring a storm, the clouds would part, a ‘wound of blue’ light would shine

through, and the breeze would soften. The birds would sing louder than before, maybe because

of the sun, maybe because of the way the wind had died and allowed me to perceive their

sound. Then the wound would close up, the wind would become fierce, the birds would quiet,

and the feeling of a storm would start again. Possibly due to this fickle and foreboding weather,

and possibly simply because of my state of mind that day, I had a strange feeling that I was

being watched by some unseen being whose state of goodwill towards me was ambiguous. The

Wild Hunt emerged as a way to process that feeling through observing what was happening in

nature around me. Every verse is a real time description of the outer physical and inner

emotional fluctuations of that day.

Musically, The Wild Hunt is representative of another moment in my development as a

musician and composer. After performing Beat Furer’s piece Spatzio Immergente for voice and

trombone with Berk Schneider in 2019, I became interested in writing vocal pieces for myself

which would continue to challenge and develop my abilities in a similar way to Furer’s style in

Spatzia Immergente: large range leaps, interesting intervallic progressions and liberal use of

vocal polyrhythms. Furer’s piece was not the only, nor the first, music I had learned with this

quality. In previous years at UCSD I had performed Kurtag, Berio, and many new graduate

student compositions. It was Furer’s piece, however, which marked a moment when I had

internalized enough material in this style of writing to be able to incorporate it into my

compositional efforts in a way that felt genuinely like my own.
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Composing the melody for The Wild Hunt, unlike the more rhythmically driven pieces,

was not, at first, an intentionally structured challenge or compositional game. Like the nature I

wrote it in, the melody and the basic accompanying chords happened organically as a synthesis

of everything I have encountered and loved musically up to then. The poem was meaningful to

me, and so I let the melody be infused with that same meaning. When I brought this piece to

Anthony Davis, he advised me to compose a piano part for it which explored harmonies,

textures, and the whole range of the instrument. This was an incredibly intimidating assignment

for me at the time. I had never given much detailed attention to the piano before and I didn’t

know where to begin. I felt like I needed to do some research before I would be able to

accomplish this task, so I got Charles Mingus’s book “More Than a Fake Book” and began to

teach myself new ways of hearing harmony through playing his pieces on the piano.

The Wild Hunt sat on the shelf for an entire year before I started working on the piano

part. As chance would have it, this was the first year of the Covid 19 pandemic. Unable to leave

the house, I had a lot more time to fill, and I filled it with my new study of Charles Mingus. It was

a very basic piano practice, not overly full with analysis. I simply wanted to figure out what each

chord meant, play the songs through slowly, and get a sense of how the harmonies were built,

behaved and transformed. Finally, in the spring of 2021, I put Mingus aside and picked up The

Wild Hunt again. This is perhaps the first piece of any complexity that I have written without the

aid of overdubbing. This was possible because of the constraints I had in place: one melody and

the task to score for one piano. As I now had internalized some new harmonic possibilities, I

combined these with an exploration of the textural possibilities of the piano. With the poetry so

thick with themes of nature, I explored ways to evoke the physical environment through the

motion of the piano. One example of this is in Verse 5 where I wrote a two note trill at the high

end of the piano, and added a direction to play the notes like raindrops. The 9/8 pattern below

also has a gentle irregularity to it which emulates water condensing and dripping off of a branch

in a light rain. When the words “just now a wound of blue broke” occur, the piano plays chords at
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the lower end of the range which crescendo and then decrescendo into a calm, held moment

which represents the relaxing warmth coming through the clouds.

As I finished composing the piano part for The Wild Hunt, I was concurrently thinking

about the narrative and characters that might be involved in Helwalker. At the time I knew I

would have Hel and a shieldmaiden, so I added a second vocal part to the series and altered

some of the pronouns so that the piece became a dialogue instead of a soliloquy. Once I had

recruited more singers and knew I would have a chorus, I added choral elements. This opened

up many interesting textural and narrative possibilities. For example, in verse 8, Spearwa and

Hel sing about little devils, or creatures, hiding under the shade of St. John’s Wort. With the

chorus, I was able to add the devils themselves singing about that shade, and articulating earth

creature sounds that Spearwa and Hel might be hearing during their song.

I would like to acknowledge my brother Daniel Byers for lyric contributions in the song

Helwalker, from which is also derived the title of the work. Daniel’s screenplay, Wraeclast, has

been a huge inspiration over many stages of this opera’s development, and I am deeply grateful

for our collaborations and artistic exchanges over the years.
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Emotional Transformation

In addition to being a classic hero’s journey narrative, there is also an aspect in

Helwalker which deals with mental health and emotional transformation. I was interested in

making a piece which, in addition to centralizing nature, could also serve as a ritual to process

some of the mental battles I encountered in my time as a graduate student. The Return is a

particularly good example of this. This piece was initially inspired by a story from an old

Icelandic saga in which a warrior is disemboweled in a skirmish, believed dead and abandoned

by his retreating companions. He comes back home a few days later alive and well, recounting

a tale about an old woman coming by, replacing his guts with a bundle of sticks and sewing him

up good as new (Smiley 2000). This story always made me wonder about what that warrior

experienced in the limbo between life and death, what sort of spiritual visions he had and how

they may have altered him both in terms of his personality and in terms of his ability to sense

the world around him.

In the original version of The Return, a shieldmaiden is thought to be slain in battle and

returns days later unharmed. At the beginning, the song explores the suspicion and questions

her companions have about her mysterious reappearance. The end of the song reveals a poetic

stream of strange images and experiences the shieldmaiden had as she wandered in limbo and

saw Bifrost, the rainbow bridge to Vahol, torn and drifting away. This is, in the mythology, a sign

that Ragnarok, or the end of the world, is in progress. As Bifrost is ruined, the shieldmaiden is

unable to enter her destined afterlife of fighting Giants by day and feasting in Odin’s Hall by

night. Yet she is also either unwilling to enter or unwanted in Hel’s domain, and instead returns

to the land of the living. I was interested in the idea that this character is unnervingly different on

her return, hence the odd suspicion by her companions. This difference could be because she

has been spiritually altered by her experience. It could also be that in returning, she is

essentially an undead, perhaps even the first draugr. The Return is about transformation, which
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isn’t a smooth process, and being transformed doesn’t mean that everything is suddenly perfect

or even easy. What it does mean is that the transformed being is somehow more resilient, more

bendy, possibly more mysterious. Problems from the past no longer get as readily stuck and

perhaps have less power over their actions.

In the final version of The Return, Spearwa has literally gone into the earth and

re-emerged changed from her experience. I wanted to keep things light, so instead of her

companions being suspicious, they are happy to see her, and concerned about her. I also added

some lines sung by the Carrion Beetle, lamenting their lost meal, and one of the companions

flicking them away and telling them to go a field over where the battle, now over, has left plenty

of food for them.

Appalachian Hel also deals with nature, mental health and transformation. I wrote this

piece at a time when I was far from but feeling particularly drawn to my roots in the Appalachian

Mountains. I had been singing with a cello drone, and started improvising while thinking about

West Virginia and the character Hel, and this song seemed to pull itself out of the air. The timbre

and ornamentation performed in this piece is meant to incorporate some degree of a traditional

Appalachian style of singing; a fairly nasal, forward placed sound, free glissando, and liberal use

of dipthongs. Because I had come up with the melody in a flow state, I decided to make the

harmonies in the same way. I used overdubbing and improvised the harmonies on the spot. The

only edits I made to that recording were adding a small amount of reverb. After I transcribed this

version of Appalachian Hel, I did end up adding some different harmonic lines with the new

vocalists and characters in mind, but the core harmonies are directly from that original

improvised recording.

The drone is a prominent feature in Appalachian Hel. I could attribute some Balkan

influence here, as my time singing Balkan and Eastern European music with Kitka included a lot

of singing drones. However, the main inspiration is from another Appalachian piece that was

formative to my musical aesthetic. Bangum and the Wild Boar is a traditional European song
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which made its way to Appalachia and took on many new forms. When I was a teenager, I

heard a version recorded by Michael and Kerry Kline which incorporates a 2 note drone in the

harmony.  This astounded me at the time. The idea that a “harmony” could be a stable and

powerful driving component of music rather than a mere decorative accompaniment was

revolutionary for me at the time, and the emotion of that revelation still resonates powerfully in

my body. Although Bangum and the Wild Boar tells a very different story than Appalachian

Hel--that of a dangerous boar that is ultimately hunted and killed by Old Man Bangum--there is a

similar sense of dark earthiness, a belonging to the inevitable, which I feel in both tunes.

In the original lyrics of Appalachian Hel, Hel opens her iron door (rather than her oaken

door as in the opera). Iron is an easy word to sing with an Appalachian flare, and the image is

also a powerful one of heavy earth ore as well as human presence. However, I changed it to

‘oaken’ for the dissertation, because of the focus on the cycle of an oak tree. The door to Hel’s

Hall became the rip in the earth that the oak tree’s roots left when it fell over.

Appalachian Hel is a meaningful piece to me, as it represents my longing for the earth,

mountains, and ecosystems I grew up in. It represents a state of limbo in longing. The earth

calls and the body hears, but does that body wander into the darkness, do they stay a while, do

they return? To me, this song is about how I belong to the earth, to West Virginia, both in and

beyond my time as a conscious body. When I imagine my body-consciousness sinking into the

earth and becoming part of all the cycles of decay and renewal, growth and life and beauty, I

feel a great comfort, a sense that the immense mind-boggling beauty I experience when I am

sitting in the Otter Creek Wilderness area will live on beyond my own body and lifespan, that

what trees have known and will know beyond me continue to stretch through space and time in

all directions.

In Spearwa’s Sorrow, Spearwa is exhausted from her struggle underground and

wonders if she will find a way out of the earthen dungeon. She sings about it being too hard to

keep going while describing the earth creatures surrounding her. This is a moment of reflection
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where we get a close look at Spearwa’s internal state. She feels alone, and recognizes that she

is somewhere where she doesn’t belong:

In a dungeon, the air doesn’t feel quite right

It’s stale and appeals to the worms and the crickets

So pale, it seems like you can see through them

Spearwa ends the tune with a refrain of “cause it’s too hard [for me to keep going]”, and then

falls into an exhausted slumber. We then come to Bag of Bones, where Spearwa is found by a

leech who latches onto her and drains her of even more blood and energy. If we thought

Spearwa’s Sorrow was the low point, we realize now that our hero hadn’t yet scraped bottom.

Although the melody and rhythm is upbeat, Bag of Bones has a distinctly menacing quality

which comes from the parallel harmonies in the chorus and the graphic lyrics that describe

sleep paralysis through absurd and bloody imagery. This is one of the few pieces that is written

in 4/4, though there is a 12/8 feel once the vocals enter. Bag of Bones is the only piece in the

opera older than 2018, composed in 2014 as part of a murder ballad project I was working on

with a friend at the time. I love the song and thought it fit well with the Helwalker story. At the

same time, it is clearly an outlier, both musically and narratively. I like to think of this moment in

the story as a sort of fever dream. We take a break from the overarching narrative to dwell in

something different, an absurd nightmare which prepares us for the imminent hard work of

healing.

The Screaming Tree combines an explicit focus on nature with the part of Spearwa’s

journey which deals with transformation. This piece illustrates the moment when Spearwa

receives the acorn in her shoulder and begins to understand the complexity of the earth

surrounding her. The opening line says:
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A bitter sweet acorn

births a screaming tree

This immediately touches on the bittersweet aspect of transformation. The key image in this

phrase and the song’s title is that of a screaming tree. It screams because change is hard, and it

screams because it desires the change so badly. The song is a metaphorical elaboration of what

I imagine a sprouting acorn might go through. Hel sings most of the lead in this piece, but

toward the end Spearwa jumps in:

[Spearwa] Caught and elevating in a molten taste of want, of want

[Hel] Desire leaves you

A screaming tree

[Spearwa] Reaching for a dish of sun

[Hel] Fit for a queen, the sapling

Spearwa is caught up in the emotion of her transformation. She reaches for the sun and her

new understanding of the world. Hel reminds her of what she has left behind (her old desires),

and assures her that her impulse toward the sun is good, a sign of her new state of being.

The tone of The Screaming Tree is slow and wistful, which adds to the sense of

bittersweetness in the lyrics. Like The Earth, this piece went through several iterations before

landing on a slow 9/8 repeating pattern with haunting harmonies. Initially it was an atonal piece

that went all over my range, a self etude I wrote to challenge my vocal flexibility. I was never

satisfied with that melody, and decided to completely rewrite it for guitar and voice during a

period when I was recovering from eye surgery and couldn’t look at screens or text. When I

transcribed the piece for the Helwalker band and chorus, I added a balance of dissonant and

consonant vocal harmonies and some low bass lines to give it an extra emotional punch.
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Conclusion

Helwalker is a story about struggle and growth, existence and peril. It is a story about

finding beauty in the traditionally less appealing aspects of the cycles of life: bugs, worms,

processes of decay, the unknown. It is my appeal to remember nature, to think about its

interconnectedness with our own existence.  The aspects which deal with emotional battles and

transformation are tangled into the overarching theme of nature in the work, seen through the

presence of nature in the poetry and as both literal and metaphorical narrative descriptions.

There is also a connection which tangles the emotional struggle I feel when I think about climate

change with the more personal emotional battles I have fought as a graduate student. These

battles have been frequently caused by a lack of the wilderness that I love during the school

year, and alleviated by the presence of that nature during the summers spent in West Virginia.

In addition to the more personal undertones, “climate despair” is an emerging mental health

issue experienced by many which is directly related to the climate crisis (Pooley, 2010). But

despair is not a useful emotion toward action or change for many people. When I bring my

attention to the small things, appreciating a single bug, a bird or blade of grass, and when I think

about these small things in the context of the larger picture of the Earth’s history, this enables

me to feel okay so that I can keep making work and pursuing meaningful connections in this life.

I hope that Helwalker can do something like this for others. At the very least, I hope it will make

a few people laugh.
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